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THE ROLE OF IMMIGRANT ORGANISATION
IN THE COMMUNITY LIFE —  SERBS IN CHICAGO

Immigrant organisations decisively influenced the gathering of Serbs in
Chicago and the formation of their ethnic community. These organisations also
contributed to the preservation of their ethnic identity. Apart from that, they
influenced the formation of the specific culture of American Serbs, as well as the
affirmation of the immigrants in the wider American society.
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The relationship between ethnic organisations and community life is studied, in
the Serbian immigrant group in Chicago (USA), in synchronic and diachronic
perspective1. Focus rests on the impact that immigrant organisations and their
gatherings had in preserving and expressing the ethnic identity of different generations
and waves of Serbian emigrants in Chicago. The modern concept of ethnic identity /
ethnicity is employed in this paper. It is based on situational approach, and on a
combination of cultural and social aspects, while emphasising both the subjective
dimension and symbolic character of ethnic togetherness and diversity.

Having reviewed demographic characteristics and different kinds of immigrant
organisations (benefit societies, church parishes, political societies, parish schools,
choirs, folklore groups etc.), the article provides an analysis of their role in the ethnic
community.

Migration of Serbs to Chicago, apart from some peculiarities, has all the features
of Serbs settling in America or indeed the movement of South Slaves and Europeans to
the USA. It started at the end of the nineteenth and during the first decades of the
twentieth century and continues with varying intensity up to the present day. Thus there
is already a fourth generation of Serbs immigrants living in this city. Migration took
place in several consecutive stages, differing in time, numbers, causes, and regions of
origin, education and social-economic structure.

In the first decades of the 20th century, mainly for economic reasons, poor
farmers migrated from the South Slav areas that had been under Austro-Hungarian rule
(Bosnia and Herzegovina, Lika, Kordun and other parts of Croatia) as well as from
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1 The most important data were collected during my field research in 1985 in Chicago, by the
combined method of observation, participation and interviewing. Literature, statistical sources and
emigrants' publications (newspapers, calendars, bulletins etc) are also used particularly for later information.



Montenegro. It was only in the thirties of that century, with the next waves of migration,
that a greater number of emigrants from Serbia started to arrive.

The second wave consisted of immigration in the period immediately after World
War II up to 1962. People of various professions and levels of education left their
homeland for political reasons (the establishment of Communist rule in Yugoslavia).
They emigrated to Chicago, that is America, all at once and in large numbers (approx.
80.000) as refugees and displaced persons on the grounds of The Displaced Persons Act
of 1948 and The Refugee Relief Act of 1953.2

From 1962,3 Chicago was again the destination of emigrants, mainly economic,
from Serbia proper. These were people of more suitable age group and qualification
structure, among whom there were many highly qualified specialists.

The time of their arrival and differences in the demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the immigrants influenced the cultural specific, habits, tendencies and
interests of the Serbs in Chicago. This also influenced their adaptation, social position,
life style and way of organising in the new environment, within the framework of the
immigrant-ethnic community as well as society in general.

In the first wave of emigration, poor and half-educated peasants were usually the
ones to leave their homeland. Without special qualifications and knowledge of English,
and in search of quick earnings, they took employment as the lowest paid unqualified
workers. On arrival in Chicago, they were face to face with a new environment with
whose language, customs and habits they were unfamiliar. Feeling insecure and obliged
to live together so that they could help one another, the first immigrants formed the first
small ethnic settlements — colonies, in the poor quarters of the city. One of these was
established by emigrants from Boka and Hercegovina in the northern part of the city,
along Clybourn Street.4 Another sprang up in South Chicago, a small industrial town,
nine miles from the centre where many foundries, steel works and other factories were
to be found. The colony spread to Green Bay Street, in the vicinity of the Carnage Steel
Co., where the majority of the immigrants worked.5 Today South Chicago is the
industrial part of the city.

The colonies however did not just keep the people together, but a wide network of
different ethnic organisations were established and developed by the Serbs living in
Chicago, ranging from benevolent and work groups, to religious, cultural-artistic and
finally sports and political societies.

Desire for friendship, the need to solve together the numerous problems
concerning housing and employment, and necessity for support in times of crisis
(unemployment, death etc) together with the need to preserve their cultural heritage,
forced our immigrants to establish first of all benevolent societies (usually called
Serbian Support Association). Thus in 1887 the first Serbian immigrant organisation
was founded in Chicago under the name Entertainment Club “Obilic”. A few years later
in 1881, the same group of immigrants founded a new organisation, The Serbo-Mon -
tenegrian support association which was soon reorganised and renamed The United
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2 M. Petrovic and J. Halpern, Serbs, Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups, Cambridge
and London 1980, 920

3 The year 1962 is taken as crucial because that year the amnesty law concerning post war political
emigrants was passed in the SFR of Yugoslavia; I.Cizmic and V. Mikacic: Neki savremeni problemi
iseljeništva iz SR Hrvatske I, Teme o iseljeništvu 1, Zagreb 1974, 80 — 90.

4 Spomenica SPC “Voskresenija Hristova” 1905–1955, Chicago 1955, 51–56
5  L. Pejovi}, Prikaz na{ih iselejenika, @ivot i rad ameri~kih Jugoslovena knj. 4, ̂ ikago 1939, 18–22.



Serbian Society. Apart from its national character the society also had socio-hu -
manitarian orientation. “The members of the society in case of illness and other
misfortunes, receive help from the treasury of the Society”.6

The Serbs of South Chicago founded their own Serbian Support Association
“Balkan” in 1899. Some years later it was reorganised and renamed SSA
“Karadjordjevic”.7 In 1905 they also founded the society which they named “Lika and
Krbava — The Holy Saviour”.8

Apart from these, numerous other benevolent societies were founded in Chicago
(SSA “Obilic”, SSA “St. George”, SSA “St. Jovan” etc.). In time some disappeared, but
others, whose aims were more permanent, grew through a process of integration into
regular insurance organizations. The majority of benevolent associations in Chicago
today are lodges of The Serbian National Federation with its headquarters in
Pittsburgh.9

All the benevolent societies were in fact working class in structure. However our
immigrants were also involved in trade unions and workers organisations, already at the
beginning of the 20th century, participating in strikes and demonstrations together with
American workers. Later they join some political parties, founding their own sections
within the party. So in 1910 The Yugoslav Socialist Federation was founded within the
American Socialist Party. Before its founding, some of the immigrants had already
broken away and joined the Socialist Workers Party of America, founding the Yugoslav
Socialist Workers Union. After World War I and division in the Socialist Party of
America, as well as among our workers, immigrants of Left orientation joined the
Communist Party of America while the Right orientated created their own Yugoslav
Educational Union.10

At the time of the Balkan Wars, World Wars I, and II, national awareness
becomes stronger in the Serbian colonies in Chicago and also throughout America. On
the one hand this was reflected in the foundation of the national-benevolent
organisation, Serbian National Defence in 1914.11 Simultaneously, in the already
formed organisations, a struggle for national interest prevailed. For this reason many of
them reorganise and adapt to the new tendencies changing the existing regional and
religious names to national ones. On the other hand individuals and groups were
opposed to the new tendencies, considering that the activities of benevolent societies
should be directed primarily to socio-economic interests and improvement of the
immigrants living conditions.

The most numerous and probably the most influential organisation among our
immigrants in Chicago, and throughout America, was that of the Serbian Orthodox
Church.12 When our colonies became stronger and the immigrants became aware that
their settlement was not temporary, as they had hoped in the beginning, the necessity to
found religious establishments became evident. So in 1904 the Serbian Orthodox
Congregation (SOC) “St. Elijah”, was founded, today the SOC “Archangel Michael” in
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10 I. ^ismi}, Hrvati u `ivotu SAD, Zagreb 1982, 175–181
11 Spomenica SNS, 91–108
12 See in: Sava, bishop of Šumadija, Istorija Srpske Pravoslavne crkve u Americi i Kanadi
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South Chicago13 and in 1905 the SOC “Holy Resurrection” was established in the north
of the city.14 Liturgy was held at first in temporary rented halls but later a church was
built in Schiler Street and in South Chicago, in Commercial Avenue. In time, the Serbs
of Chicago formed several more SOC’s and about forty miles outside the city two
monasteries were founded, “St. Sava” in Libertyville and “Protection of the Most Holy
Mother of God”, a copy of Gracanica, in Third Lake. Since 1923 the monastery in
Libertyville has been the seat of the Serbian Orthodox American-Canadian Dioceses,15

while the monastery in Third Lake became the centre of the Serbian Orthodox Free
Dioceses of USA and Canada at the time of schism.16

From the beginning the parishes were established as church-school congregations 
and as well as religious function they gradually developed cultural, educational and
social activities. Numerous organisations appeared or were sponsored by them to meet
the various needs of the immigrants, ranging from cultural-educational and sport to
ideological and political. Even some of the old benevolent organisations, in time, came
under their influence or jurisdiction.

With the strengthening of social life in the parishes, cultural-artistic programs,
balls and entertainment were held, and the need for music appeared. So to begin with, in
the colony in the northern part of the city, the Tambour Orchestra “Srbadija” was
formed and then the idea of forming a choir arose. The Serbian Singing Society (SSS)
“Branko Radicevic” was founded already in 1906. To begin with it fostered secular
music, performing most frequently patriotic songs. Later they began to include spiritual
music and function as the church choir.17 The Singing Society “Sloboda”, founded in
1927, in the Church-school congregation “Archangel Michael”, in South Chicago,
developed in a similar fashion.18

Another important organisation, which appeared in the church-school parish, was
the women's club (usually cald Circle of Serbian Sisters — CSS). In the parish “The
HolyResurrection” the CSS was founded in 192719 and in the parish “Archangel
Michael” in 1926, while an independent CSS “Princess Zorka” was founded because of
some misunderstandings caused by regional20 interest in South Chicago, in 193421.
This circle still works independently but is active in its helps for the parish. Immigrants
of Serbian origin were organised in these groups and work together voluntarily helping
different activities in the parish: organise and run the parish school, collect financial
contributions for the building or renovation of churches and parish halls; work in the
kitchen when there is a picnic, banquette or fish supper; join in the work of the nationl
association of CSS which organises and runs children's camps in the diaceses seats, and
many other activities.
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With the increase in numbers of children and young people the need arose for
organisations which would include them. So the Serbian School was founded, where the 
children learned their mother tongue and received at least a basic knowledge of the
history and culture of their predecessors. In Sunday school they learned Christian
doctrine. Apart from that numerous cultural groups, sports clubs, folklore groups,
tambour orchestras and other clubs were founded which served mainly the young.

In this way church-school parishes were established with a wide network of
varied organisations and included almost all our emigrants. During the first waves they
more or less coincided with the colony. Almost the entire life of the early emigrants and
their posterity developed within the colony and its organisations. They also had their
own shops, taverns, banks and even cemeteries. In the colonies they found social
satisfaction which was often lacking in their contact with society in general.

Following World War II the influx of a large number of political immigrants
changes the picture of the Serbian community in Chicago drastically. They derived from 
another cultural milieu and had received a better education and specialised
qualifications, in the homeland. At the beginning they, too, were employed as factory
workers, settled in the already established colonies and were active in the existing
organisations. However, as many of them took school diplomas or finished courses in
Chicago, they advanced quickly and achieved independence more easily.

In view of the fact that, at home, they belonged to a more respected class they
considered that they were entitled to higher social status in the colonies. Due to the fact
that the earlier immigrants and particularly the generations following them were
unwilling to give up their acquired role of leaders, great turmoil followed in the
communities. The “newcomers” quickly abandon the colonies and found their own
mainly politically orientated organisations, for the most part connected with the
ideology movements of World War II in the homeland, (Serbian Chetnik Movements
“Ravna Gora”, “Draza Mihajlovic”,22 “Gavrilo Princip” and others). Besides the
political organizations, they also founded some of a different type. Today the best
known are the “Serbian Brothers Help” with its choir “Obilic” and property “Serbian
Villages”,23 the Serbian National University etc. Although they were mainly
humanitarian, culturally and educationally orientated these organisations were also
ideologically toned.

The third wave of immigrants had better education, specialised qualifications and
work experience, so as soon as they mastered the English language they assimilated
more easily into the surrounding. As the colonies formed in the sixties deteriorated, they 
did not settle there and it was seldom that members of the early organisations were
members of the Church-School parishes, and then only formally. In this way they
manifest awareness of their higher education and social level in relation to the pervious
waves and their posterity, but also clearly refused to participate in the old, especially
political, discussions and fights in communities. They formed several mainly cultural or
professional organisations (e.g. Serbian Academic Club). However this group like their
predecessors did not succeed to attract later groups and other segments of our
immigrants into their organisations.

Those who belonged to the Second and later generations of our immigrants in
Chicago did not found their own special organisations, through which they would struggle 
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for affirmation of their attitudes and ideas, but in time they took over the old organisations, 
particularly those founded by the immigrants of the first wave. They frequently changed
their purpose, so that the majority today are engaged in culture and tradition.

Today every church-school congregation in Chicago, besides a church, has a
church house in which there are facilities for all its organisations, Circle of Serbian
Sisters, choral and folklore groups, sports and other clubs. They also have land, halls
and restaurants in which immigrants gather and put on different manifestations: picnics,
sports tournaments, balls, barbecues and cultural-artistic performances. National and
church holidays are also celebrated here, both national and American, as well as
personal events (weddings, birthdays, engagements) and family (Slava). Finally
informal gatherings like fish suppers on Fast Days.

Besides regular meetings, they also celebrate their own founding day, similar
manifestations are organised by our other immigrant organisations in Chicago. Apart
from this the majority has developed publication activities. They print a variety of
announcements, pamphlets, calendars, reports and memorial volumes for important
jubilees. Some stronger organisations even published their own newspaper, through
which they fight for affirmation of their opinions and ideas. In recent years the
church-school parishes are beginning to publish their own parish newspaper. They are
mainly taken up with the presentation of community news: birth, marriage and death
columns, then information concerning meetings of organisations, picnics, charity
activities and other parish news.

Although today in Chicago there is no longer a colony in the real sense, the
church-school parishes and organisations form an immigrant community, which is to
some extent still isolated from the majority of society. Immigrants from all waves and
generations join in their various activities, even those who are not formally members of
any organisation. This complex ethnic community includes different segments of
Serbian immigrant groups, which created a wide network of organisations of various
types. They have played several roles in the immigrant community.

On first sight the organisations satisfied the particular interests of the individuals
and groups which formed them. The Serbs in Chicago originated from different parts of
the homeland and there, as well as in Chicago, they belonged to different socio-eco -
nomic structures, in society, and had different political and ideological affiliation. On
the one hand this contributed to the local colour of their culture, tradition, customs and
ritual, even those which are usually considered and analysed as symbols of ethnic
identity (mother tongue, traditional customs, national food). On the other hand there is
the formation of special organisations, which by affirming their individual, frequently
contradictory opinions and values, constantly contribute to the consolidation of old and
creation of new discord, even open conflict, among the Serbs in Chicago. Lack of
agreement, in the Serbian ethnic community, culminated at the beginning of 1964 in
schism within the Serbian Orthodox Church in America, which was not formally
resolved until 1990. On one side there were those who favoured unity with the Serbian
Orthodox church in Belgrade, the so-called “federalists”, and on the other side those
who advocated separation and founding of an independent Serbian Orthodox Church in
America, which would not be under the influence of the communist regime in Belgrade,
the so-called “schismatics”. Despite the fact that this division emerged within the
religious institution and was presented as an ideological conflict, its was in essence not
aggravated by religious questions, but derived from differences in the cultural tradition
and political affiliations of the old immigrants and political immigrants from the period
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after World War II.24 The life of the Serbian community in Chicago was marked for this
reason by dissension and labelling by the opposing groups and their organisations:
people from Lika/ Montenegrins, Hercegovinians/ Shumadians, socialist/ nationalist,
communist/ Chetnik, old settlers/ new commers, schismatics/ federalists, authentic
Serbs/ Americanised Serbs etc.

However the majority of organisations showed contradictory tendencies, even at
the time of formation, insisting that their basic aim was to gather all immigrants together25

and preserve their tradition and culture. The majority achieved this only occasionally
when gathered for informal activities like events, celebrations, picnics etc. whose basic
function is gathering immigrants and consolidation of the community. As the presence of
Serbian elements, particularly those which are considered symbols of ethnic identity
(gibanica, chevapchici, shlivovica, kolo, patriotic songs etc) were emphasised at these
events they frequently grew into genuine ethnic holidays for the Serbs of Chicago.26

The Church-School Congregations and their organisations played a decisive role
in overcoming the differences in the immigrants' environment. Namely, up to the
schism in 1963, they were an organisation which, with their widespread activities,
insured collaboration among different segments of the Serbian ethnic community,
regardless of whether they derived from different local cultural traditions in the
homeland, from different socio-economic environments or political affiliation in exile.
The church attempted to articulate and solve numerous social and ideological conflicts
by emphasising the same religious affiliation of the Serbian immigrants and identifying
it with national belonging. It contributed to homogenisation of the ethnic communities,
through unification of different regional cultural traditions, by codifying the simplified
models of customary practice, in which specific regional difference were absent, but
foreign cultural elements also appear, accepted in the new environment.27

The immigrant organisations appear as a sphere of expressing the way of life and
values, which they acquired in the new surroundings. Even in the days the colonies,
immigrant communities were never completely isolated from the influence of the new
surrounding, so that very early numerous elements adopted from it were noticed in the
way of life and customs of our immigrants. Likewise immigrants, particularly the later
generations, felt themselves as members, both of the Serbian community and American
society. Such tendencies were expressed very early already in 1910 with the formation
of the Serbian American Society “St. George”.28

Finally, but not the least important, immigrant organisations appear as repre -
sentatives of the Serbian community and its cultural tradition throughout American
society. Thus different organisations have their stands at the festival of American culture
— Folk Fair. Choral societies and folklore groups have had several appearances on radio
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and television, while members of the Serbian community in Chicago are particularly
proud of the participation of the Singing Society “Sloboda” in the programme of the
festival for the inauguration of the USA president in Washington D.C. in 1957.29

Thus, immigrant organisations and particularly the Church-School Congregations,
thanks to their numerous activities are the real centres of immigrant way of life and
culture. As such they represent one of the most significant factors in preserving the ethnic
identity of Serbs in Chicago. As the life of the earliest immigrants was spent in fact within
the framework of the ethnic community, it is not strange that they preserved their ethnic
identity intact and to a large extent transferred it to their children. On the other hand they
remained on the margins of American society. Serbs in later waves of immigration,
although members of their ethnic organisations, much more frequently join the cultural
and public life of the wider community. Even if not actually active in immigrant
organisations they remain close, through informal contact with the members of their
ethnic group, and at home speak their mother tongue and cherish tradition. Therefore non
membership of ethnic organisations does not necessarily mean loss of ethnic identity,
although the immigrants themselves underline their great significance.

The influence of organisations in preserving ethnic identity is however much
more expressed among second and later generations of our emigrants. It has been
noticed that children who went to the parish schools and participated in the activities of
Serbian cultural and sports organisations are better acquainted with their mother tongue
and culture and are more closely related with members of their ethnic group, than
children who did not, even when their parents paid great attention to preserve ethnic
identity within the family.

Finally we may conclude, on the one hand, that the numerous Serbian immigrant
organisations, from religious to cultural, sports and political, expressed and
consolidated different types of differentiation and segmentation in the ethnic
community, from regional cultural to social and political while, on the other hand, they
contribute to the gathering of our emigrants and preservation of their ethnic and cultural
heritage. Apart from that, within the organisations, a particular American Serb culture
develops with which particularly the later generations could easily identify but they are
also the means by which the Serbian community in Chicago receives its affirmation in
the wider American society.

Translation:  A. Vasi}

Mirjana PAVLOVI]

ULOGA IMIGRANTSKIH ORGANIZACIJA U @IVOTU SRBA U ^IKAGU

Nakon prikaza iseqeni~kih organizacija razli~itog tipa (religiozne, kulturne, politi~ke, 
sportske) u pro{losti i danas, u radu se razmatra wihova uloga u formirawu i razvoju Srpske
etni~ke zajednice u ^ikagu. Analiza je pokazala da su organizacije, s jedne strane, doprinosile
o~uvawu etni~kog i kulturnog identiteta iseqenika, a s druge, odra`avale su i u~vr{}ivale
razli~ite vidove segmentiranosti Srpske zajednice. Osim toga, one su imale zna~ajnu ulogu u
formirawu specifi~ne iseqeni~ke kulture ameri~kih Srba, kao i u afirmaciji iseqeni~ke
zajednice i wene kulture u {irem ameri~kom dru{tvu.
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